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Abstract. Despite ever increasing computational power, the history of
computing is characterized also by a constant battle with complexity. We
will briefly review these trends and argue that, due to its focus on abstraction, automation, and analysis, the modeling community is ideally
positioned to facilitate the development of future computing systems.
More concretely, a few, select, technological and societal trends and developments will be discussed together with the research opportunities
they present to researchers interested in modeling.
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Introduction

The development of computing is remarkable in many ways, and perhaps most
of all in its progress and impact. However, due to the economic significance of
computing and the pace of societal and technological change, we are constantly
presented with new questions, challenges, and problems, giving us little time to
reflect on how far we have come. Also, computing has become such a large and
fragmented field that it is impossible to keep abreast all research developments.
This paper wants to briefly review some select past and present developments. Its main goal is to inform, stimulate, and inspire, not to convince. It
will attempt to do so in a somewhat eclectic, anecdotal manner without claims
of comprehensiveness, mostly driven by the author’s interest, but with ample
references to allow interested readers to dig deeper.

2

Complexity
“Complexity, I would assert, is the biggest factor involved in
anything having to do with the software field.”
Robert L. Glass [23]

In general, complex systems are characterized by a large number of entities,
components or parts, many of which are highly interdependent and tightly coupled such that their combination creates synergistic, emergent, and non-linear
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Fig. 1. Approximate size of software in various products [7,48]

behaviour [29]. One of the prime examples of a complex system is the human
brain consisting, approximately, of 1011 neurons connected by 1015 synapses [11].
Figure 1 shows the size of software in different kinds of products. Noteworthy
here are not only the absolute numbers, but also the rate of increase. Automotive software is a good example here. Just over 40 years ago, cars were devoid of
software. In 1977, the General Motors Oldsmobile Tornado pioneered the first
production automotive microcomputer ECU: a single-function controller used
for electronic spark timing. By 1981, General Motors was using microprocessorbased engine controls executing about 50,000 lines of code across its entire domestic passenger car production. Since then, the size, significance, and development costs of automotive software has grown to staggering levels: Modern cars
can be shipped with as much as 1GB of software encompassing more than 100
million lines of code; experts estimate that more than 80% of automotive innovations will be driven by electronics and 90% thereof by software, and that the
cost of software and electronics can reach 40% of the cost of a car [25].
The history of avionics software tells a similar story: Between 1965 and 1995,
the amount of software in civil aircraft has doubled every two years [14]. If growth

continues at this pace, experts believe that limits of affordability will soon be
reached [79].
Lines of code is a doubtful measure of complexity1 . Nonetheless, it appears
fair to say the modern software is one of the most complex man-made artifacts.
2.1

Why has complexity increased so much?

An enabler necessary for building and running modern software certainly is modern hardware. Today’s software could not run on yesterday’s hardware. The
hardware industry has produced staggering advances in chip design and manufacturing which have managed to deliver exponentially increasing computing
power at exponentially decreasing costs. Compared to the Apollo 11 Guidance
Computer used 19692 a standard smart phone from 2015 (e.g., iPhone 6) has
several tens of million of times the computational power (in terms of instructions
per second)3 . In 1985, an 2011 iPad2 would have rivaled a four-processor version
of the Cray 2 supercomputer in performance, and in 1994, it still would have
made the list of world’s fastest supercomputers [45]. According to [47], the price
of a megabyte of memory dropped from US$411,041,792 in 1957 to US$0.0037
in December 2015 — a factor of over 100 billion! The width of each conducting
line in a circuit (approx. 15 nanometers) is approaching the width of an atom
(approx. 0.1 to 0.5 nanometers).
But, it is not just technology that is getting more complex, life in general
does, too. According to anthropologist and historian Josef Tainter, “the history
of cultural complexity is the history of human problem solving” [73]. Societies get
more complex because “complexity is a problem solving strategy that emerges
under conditions of compelling need or perceived benefit”. Complexity allows
us to solve problems (e.g., food or energy distribution) or enjoy some benefit.
Ideally, this benefit is greater than the costs of creating and sustaining the complexity introduced by the solution.
2.2

Consequences of complexity

On the positive side, complex systems are capable of impressive feats. AlphaGo,
the Go playing system that in March 2016 became the first program to beat
a professional human Go player without handicaps on a full-sized board in a
five-game match, was said by experts to be capable of developing its own moves:
“All but the very best Go players craft their style by imitating top players.
AlphaGo seems to have totally original moves it creates itself” [5], providing a
great example of — seemingly or real — emergent, synergistic behaviour.
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So many alternative ones have been proposed [61] that even the study of complexity
appears complex
A web-based simulator can be found at http://svtsim.com/moonjs/agc.html
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On the negative side, complexity increases risk of failure. Data on the failures
of software or software development are hard to come by; according to the US
National Institute of Standards and Technology, the cost of software errors in
the US in 2001 was US$ 60 billion [63] and in 2012 the worldwide cost of IT
failure has been estimated to be $3 trillion4 .
A recent example illustrates how subtle bugs can be and how difficult it is to
build software systems correctly: Chord is a protocol and algorithm for a peerto-peer distributed hash table first presented in 2001 [72]. The work identified
relevant properties and provided informal proofs for them in a technical report.
Chord has been implemented many times5 and went on to win the SIGCOMM
Test-of-Time Award in 2011. The original paper currently has over 12,000 citations on Google scholar and is listed by CiteSeer as the 9th most cited Computer
Science article. In 2012, it was shown that the protocol was not correct [82].
2.3

How to deal with complexity

Computer science curricula teach students a combination of techniques to deal
with complexity, the most prominent of which are decomposition, abstraction,
reuse, automation, and analysis. Of these, abstraction, automation, and analysis
lie at the heart of MDE. These principles have served us amazingly well. Examples include the development of programming languages in general, and Peter
Denning’s ground-breaking work on virtual memory in particular [15]. But, e.g.,
‘The Law of Leaky Abstractions’6 , the ‘Automation Paradox’ [22], and the Ariane 5 accident in 1996 [1] have also taught us that even these techniques must
be used with care.

3

Developments and opportunities
“I have no doubt that the auto industry will change more in
the next five–10 years than it has in the last 50”
Mary Barra, GM Chairman and CEO, January 2016 [24]
“Only 19% of [175] interviewed auto executives describe their
organizations as prepared for challenges on the way to 2025”
B. Stanley, K. Gyimesi, IBM IBV, January 2015 [71]

Making predictions in the presence of exponential change is very difficult7 .
For instance, when asked to imagine life in the year 2000, 19th century French
artists came up with robotic barbers, machines that read books to school children, and radium-based fireplaces8 ; when the concept of a personal computer
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was first discussed at IBM, a senior executive famously questioned its value9 .
However, predicting further accelerating levels of change appears to be a safe
bet. Increasing amounts of software are very likely to come with that, meaning
there should be lots of things to do for software researchers.
The following list is highly selective and meant to complement more comprehensive treatments such as [65]. Also, we will focus most on technology; however,
as pointed out in [65], more technology is not always the answer.
3.1

Semantics engineering

Capturing the formal semantics of general purpose programming languages has
been a topic of research for a long time, but the richness of these languages
present challenges that limit a more immediate, practical application of the results contributing to a widespread belief that formal semantics are for theoreticians only. However, the recent interest in Domain Specific Languages (DSLs)
appears to present new opportunities to leverage formal semantics. Compared to
General Purpose Languages (GPLs), a DSL typically consists of a smaller number of carefully selected features. Often, semantically difficult GPL constructs
such as objects, pointers, iteration, or recursion can be avoided; expressiveness
is lost, but tractability is gained.
The literature contains some examples showing how this increased tractability can be leveraged to facilitate formal reasoning. For instance, automatic verifiers have been built for DSLs for hardware description [13], train signaling [18],
graph-based model transformation [66], and software build systems [10].
However, the improved tractability of DSLs might also greatly facilitate the
automatic generation of supporting tooling. Looking at how widely used techniques to describe the syntax of a language have become to generate syntax
processing tools, the vision is clear: Use descriptions of the semantics of a language to facilitate the construction of semantics-aware tools for the execution
and analysis of that language.
An inspiring example This idea has already been explored in the context
of programming languages [52,6,77,28]) and modeling languages [19,43,53,83]
to, e.g., implement customizable interpreters, symbolic execution engines, and
model checkers. However, the work in [40], in which abstract interpreters for a
language are generated automatically from a description of its formal semantics,
shows that more is possible. Given a description of the operational semantics
of a machine-language instruction set such as x86/IA32, ARM, or SPARC in a
domain-specific language called TSL, and a description of how the base types
and operators in TSL are to be interpreted “abstractly” in an abstract semantic
domain, the TSL tool automatically creates an implementation of an abstract
interpreter for the instruction set:
TSL : concrete semantics × abstract domain −→ abstract semantics
9
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The abstract interpreter can then be used by different analysis engines (e.g., for
finding a fixed-point of a set of dataflow equations using the classical worklist
algorithm, or for performing symbolic execution) to obtain an analyzer that is
easily retargetable to different languages. The tool offers an impressive amount of
generality by supporting different instruction sets and different analyses. It has
been used to build analyzers for the IA32 instruction set that perform value/set
analysis, definition/use analysis, model checking, and Botnet extraction with a
precision at least as high as manually created analyzers.
Lowering barriers, increasing benefit Recent formalizations of different
industrial-scale artifacts including operating system kernels [35], compilers [38],
and programming languages including C [17], JavaScript [57] and Java [4] provide
some evidence that large-scale formalizations are becoming increasingly feasible.
Efforts are underway to make the expression, analysis, and reuse of descriptions
of semantics more scalable, effective, and mainstream [21,62,54]. Paired with
the increasing maturity and adoption of language workbenches such as Xtext10 ,
this work may allow substantial progress on the road towards the automatic
generation of semantics-aware tools such as interpreters, static analyzers, and
compilers. Descriptions of semantics might one day be as common and useful as
descriptions of syntax are today.
3.2

Synthesis

The topic of synthesis has been receiving a lot of attention recently. For most
of these efforts, ‘synthesis’ refers to the process of automatically generating executable code from information given in some higher level form: Examples include
the generation of code that manipulates many different artifacts (e.g., bitvectors [70], concurrent data structures [69], database queries [9], data reprentations [68], or spreadsheets [26]), gives feedback to students for programming
assignments [68], or implements an optimizing compiler [8]. Some of these examples use a GPL, some use a DSL. The synthesis itself is implemented either using
constraint solving or machine learning. Different proposals on how to best integrate synthesis into programming languages have been made and have targeted
GPLs such as Java [49,31] and DSLs [75].
Given that abstraction, automation and analysis are central to MDE, synthesis certainly also is of interest to the modeling community and the work on
synthesis and its applications should be followed closely. In [74,75], the idea of
“solver-aided DSLs” is introduced. The paper presents a framework in which
such DSLs can be created and illustrates its use with a DSL for example-based
web scraping in which the solver is used to generate an XPath expression that
retrieves the desired data.
MDE features a range of activities and situations which might potentially
benefit from a little help from a solver capable of finding solutions to constraints.
Could the idea of synthesis and the use of solvers facilitate, e.g.,
10
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the development of models via extraction or autocompletion,
the support for partial models with incomplete or uncertain information,
the analysis of models,
the refinement of models via, e.g., the generation of substate machines from
interface specifications,
– the generation of correct, efficient code from models,
– the generation of different views from a model?
How could synthesis be leveraged in language workbenches that generate supporting tools such as analyzers and code generators, or in model transformation
languages and engines that support different transformation intents [44]?
Some attempts to leverage synthesis for, e.g., model creation [36], transformation authoring [2], design space exploration [27] already exist, but the topic
hardly seems exhausted. Indeed, some of the technical issues Selic mentions
in [65] might be mitigated using synthesis including dealing with abstract, incomplete models, model transformation, and model validation.
3.3

Reconciling formal analysis and evolution

There is a fundamental conflict between analysis and evolution: As soon as the
model evolves (changes), any analysis results obtained on the original version
may be invalidated and the analysis may have to be rerun. Unfortunately, both
seem unavoidable not just in the context of MDE, but software engineering in
general.
Most analyses require the creation of supporting artifacts that represent
analysis-relevant information about the model. For instance, software reverse
engineering tools collect relevant information about the code in a so-called fact
repository typically containing a collection of tuples encoding graphs [34]; most
static analysis tools require some kind of dependence graph, and test case generation tools often rely on symbolic execution trees.
When the cost of the analysis rises, the motivation to avoid a complete reanalysis after a change and to leverage information about the nature of the
change to optimize the analysis increases as well. In general, aspects of this
topic are handled in the literature on impact analysis [39]; however, the analyses considered typically are either manual (comprehension, debugging) or rather
narrow (regression testing, software measurement via metrics), and do not consider, e.g., static analyses or analyses based on formal methods.
Two approaches Assuming the analysis requires supporting artifacts, there
are, in principle, at least two ways of reconciling analysis and evolution [33]:
1. Artifact-oriented (Figure 2): The goal here is to update the supporting
artifact A1 as efficiently as possible, but in such a way that it becomes fully
reflective of the information in the changed program. To this end, the impact of
the change ∆ on the artifact original artifact A1 is determined, and the parts
of the artifact possibly affected are recomputed, while leaving parts known to
be unaffected unchanged. Then, the updated artifact A2 can be used as before
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Fig. 2. Artifact-oriented approach to reconcile analysis and evolution. Mi , Ai , and Ri
denote, respectively, a model, the artifact extracted from the model to support the
analysis, and the analysis result

to perform all analyses it is meant to support. For instance, for analyses based
on dependence graphs such as slicing or impact analysis, the parts of the graph
affected by the change are updated and the result is used to recompute the result.
Similarly, for a dead code analysis (or test case generation) using a symbolic
execution tree (SET), affected parts of the tree would be updated to produce a
tree corresponding to the changed program. In this approach, the savings come
from avoiding the reconstruction of parts of the supporting artifact A2 .
2. Analysis-oriented (Figure 3): Here, the focus is on updating the result of
the analysis as efficiently as possible, rather than the supporting artifact. To
this end, the impact of the change ∆ on the analysis result is determined, and
the parts of the analysis that may lead to a different result due to the change
are redone, ignoring any parts known to produce the same result. For instance,
when impact analysis is used during regression testing, only tests for executions
that were introduced by the change are run; tests covering unaffected executions
are ignored [60]. In this approach, the focus is on reestablishing the analysis
result R2 as some combination R2 = op(∆, R1 , R20 ) of the previous result R1 and
the partial result R20 . E.g., an analysis-oriented optimization of the dead code
analysis mentioned above (or test case generation) would use the most efficient
means to determine dead code in (or test cases for) the affected parts and the
construction of the full SET for the changed program may not be necessary for
that; in this case, R1 would be the dead code in (or test cases for) M1 and the
partial result R20 would be the dead code in (test cases for) the parts of the
model introduced by the change; the operation op(∆, R1 , R20 ) would return the
union of R20 and the dead code (test cases) in R1 not impacted by the change.
In this case, the savings come from avoiding unnecessary parts of the analysis.
Comparing the two approaches, we see an interesting tradeoff: The first approach does not speed up the analysis itself (only the update of the supporting
artifact). However, it results in a complete supporting artifact (e.g., dependence
graphs, SET) that can then be used for whatever analyses it supports (e.g., different static analyses for dependence graphs, and, test case generation, dead code
analysis for SETs). Moreover, the result of the analysis of the changed model
does not rely on the result of the analysis of the original program at all. The second approach speeds up the analysis itself, but since it focusses on the changed
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Fig. 3. Analysis-oriented approach to reconcile analysis and evolution. The analysis
result R2 for M2 is obtained by combining the result for M1 with the partial result R20

parts, it is partial only. E.g., the updated program can only be concluded to be
free of dead code, if the second and the first analysis say so.
In sum, the second approach is more restricted compared to the first, but
might well hold additional optimization potential. Recent research on program
analysis using formal techniques has begun to explore these possibilities, and
analysis-oriented approaches to optimize model checking [81] and symbolic execution [58] have been developed. Inspired by these proposals, we have developed prototypes that use both approaches to optimize the symbolic execution
of Rhapsody statemachines [33]. Results indicate that both approaches are complementary and effective in different situations.
3.4

Open Science

In 2010, two Harvard economists published a paper entitled “Growth in a Time
of Debt” in a non-peer reviewed journal which provided support for the argument
that excessive debt is bad for growth. The paper was used by many policy makers
to back up their calls for fiscal austerity. However, in 2013, the paper was shown
to have used flawed methodology and to not support the authors’ conclusions11 .
Reproducibility Examples of research producing doubtful results due to unintended or even intended flaws in the data or methodology have been going
through the media recently and many disciplines have begun to investigate
the reproducibility of their research results. For instance, a study in economics
showed that 78% of the 162 replication studies conducted “disconfirm a major
finding from the original study” [16]. A study focusing on research in Computer
Systems [12], examined 601 papers from eight ACM conferences and five journals: of the papers with results backed by code, the study authors were able to
build the system in less than 30 minutes only 32% of the time; in 54% of cases
the study authors failed to build the code, but the paper authors said that the
code does build with reasonable effort.
The U.S. President steps in However, it has been pointed out in prominent
places that in many disciplines these days reproducibility means the availability
11
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of programs and data [30,64,50]. In other words, since software, programming,
and the use and manipulation of data plays such a central role in so many disciplines, some of the problems with reproducibility in other disciplines are due
to limitations in programming, software, and the use and manipulation of data,
that is, they are due to problems that the computing community is at least partially responsible for and should put on its research agenda12 . About a year ago,
the world’s most powerful man has done exactly that with an executive order to
create a “National Strategic Computing Initiative” which includes accessibility
and workflow capture as central objectives [56].
A good start: encouraging artifact submission The research community
has begun to adjust with, e.g., no less than four events devoted to reproducibility
at the 2015 Conference for High Performance Computing, Networking, Storage
and Analysis (SC’15)13 , and Eclipse’s Science Working Group announcing specific initiatives (Eclipse Integrated Computational Environment and Data Analysis Workbench). However, more should be done and promoting the value of
artifact submission at workshops, conferences, and journal appears to be a good
place to start. According to [12], 19 Computer Science conferences have participated in an artifact submission and evaluation process between 2011 and 2016,
including PLDI’15, OOPSLA’15, ECOOP’15, and POPL’16, but more need to
join. The availability of the artifacts that research is based and their integration
into the scientific evaluation process should be the norm, not the exception.
3.5

Provenance

A topic closely related to open science and reproducibility is provenance. In
general, data provenance refers to the description of the origins of a piece of
data and the process by which it was created or obtained with the goal to allow
assessments of quality, reliability, or trustworthiness. It has traditionally been
studied in the context of databases, but has also been used for data found on
the web or data used in scientific experiments. Domains of application include
– science, to make data and experimental results more trustworthy and experiments more reproducible,
– business, to demonstrate ownership, responsibility, or regulatory compliance
and facilitate auditing processes, and
– software development, to aid certification and establish adherence to licensing
rules.
OPM and PROV: metamodels and standards for provenance There
are tools specifically devoted to the collection and representation of provenance
12
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data such as Karma14 but also workflow engines supporting provenance such as
Kepler15 . Many of these tools support the Open Provenance Model (OPM), a
data model (i.e., metamodel) for provenance information [51] based on directed,
edge-labeled, hierarchical graphs with three kinds of nodes representing things
(Artifact, Agent, and Process) and five kinds of edges representing causal relationships (used, wasGeneratedBy, wasControlledBy, wasTriggeredBy, and wasDerivedFrom). OPM graphs are subject to well-formedness constraints, can contain time information, and have inference rules (allowing, e.g., the inclusion of
derived information via transitive edges) and operations (for, e.g., union, intersection, merge, renaming, refinement and completion) associated with them. A
formal semantics of OPM graphs published recently views them as temporal theories on the temporal events represented in the graph [37], but does not account
for Agents. OPM has been a major influence in the design of the PROV family
of documents by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) [78] which not only
defines a data model, but also corresponding serializations and other supporting
definitions to enable the interoperable interchange of provenance information in
heterogeneous environments such as the Web.
Open-ended opportunities There appears to be a lot of opportunity for researchers with background in graph transformation, formal methods, or modeling
to advance the state-of-the-art in provenance. Many established topics (e.g., formal semantics, constraint solving, traceability, querying, language engineering
for graphical DSMLs, and model management), but also emerging topics (e.g.,
the use of models and modeling to support inspection, certification and compliance checking [20,46,55] and data aggregation and visualization [76,42,48,41])
appear potentially relevant. Moreover, no approaches have been found to build
models that allow the quantification of the quality or trustworthiness of data. In
case of producer/consumer relationships, service level agreements guaranteeing
data with a certain level of quality might also be of interest.
3.6

Open source modeling tools

The need to improve MDE tooling has been expressed before [65,80,32]. At the
same time, significant efforts to develop industrial-strength open source modeling tools and communities that support and sustain them are currently being made. Sample tools include AutoFocus16 , xtUML17 , Papyrus18 [3], and PapyrusRT19 [59].
The development and availability of complete, industrial-strength open source
MDE tools is a radical shift from past practices and presents both exciting opportunities and substantial challenges for everybody interested in MDE, regardless
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of whether they use the tools for industrial development, research, or education.
Due to the importance of tooling to the success of MDE, this shift has the potential to provide a much-needed stimulus for major advances in its adoption,
development, and dissemination.

4

Conclusion
“We can only see a short distance ahead, but we
can see plenty there that needs to be done.”
Alan Turing

As we continue to entrust more and more complex functions and capabilities
to software, our ability to build this software reliably and effectively should
increase as well. Much more work is needed to make this happen and this paper
has suggested some starting points.
The fragmentation that plagues many research areas is harmful. Any scientific
community should keep an open mind and remain willing to learn from others
about existing and new problems and potentially new ways to solve them [67].
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